1» this paper we modify a construction due to 3. Taskinen te get a Fréchet space E witicit satisfies tite density condition such that tite complete injective tensor product 1í&~F¿ does not satisfy tite strong dual density conditien of Bierstedt and Bonet. In this way a question that remained open in [14] is solved.
Introduction and notation
Tite density condition (DC) was introduced by 5. Heinrich in tite context of ultrapowers of locally convex spaces, seo [12] . PC. O. Bierstedt and 3. Bonet investigated tite (DC) and tite strong dual density condition (SDDC) in [1] - [4] . Tite (DC) and the (SDDC) play an important role in tite titeory of Kbtite ecitelon spaces [1] - [4] , br extension of linear operators [10] , and in tite titeory of unbounded operator -algebras [13] .
Many locaHy convex spaces aro in fact topological tensor products. In [15] , [16] , and [7] , A. Peris developed a method to define topohogical properties by operator. By titis procedure ite obtained good stability propertios in injective tensor products. Tite autitor studied tuis metitod in thíe case of (DC), (SDDC), and (DF)-spaces in [14] . It was an opon problem in [14] to find a Frécitet space E titat satisfies (DC) aud a Banacit space X such titat tite complete injective tensor product XÓCE¿ does not satisfy tite (SDDC). Wc wilI solve titat problem by a modification of a counterexample to 3. Taskinen, in [17] or [8] 
artd ¿he space E is said ¿o satisfy ¿be strong dual density condition [12] . By taking polars it follows titat tite Frécitet space E satisfies (DC) if and onhy if tite strong dual Et satislies (SDDC), see [1] . It is readily seon, titat (SDDCO) implies (SDDC).
Tite strong dual space of an (FHa)-space with (DC) or a (DF)-spaco satisfying the strict Mackey condition are examples for spaces satisfying (SDDCO), see [14] .
The following propositions citaracterize tite (SDDCO) for £7, witere E is a Frécitet space, by properties in projective and injective tensor producta.
Proposition 2. LeL E be a Frécbet space avid le¿ X be a Danach space.
TIte following assertiorts are equivalent: 
Lb(X, E¿) sotisfies ¿be s¿rortg dual density condi¿ion (SDDC).
Proof. We aro going to prove tite result for tite complete projectivo ten- 
. Corollary, it fohlows thíe (SDDC) for Lb(X,>4).
For more examp!es of Frécitet spaces such titat tite strong dual apaces satisfy (SDDCO), seo [14] . Now wo presont a shigitt modification of a countorexample for a (FBa)-space due to J. Taskinen, seo [17] or [8] , 35.9. We wihI get tite first exampie for a (DF)-space E sucit titat E satisfies (SDDC) and E does ítot aatisfy (SDDCO).
We fix a Banacit apace X titat is not an £x-space (for example X 
Titis is a contradiction for largo It and it followa titat
Now set for brevity 1'
azíd (.. .)¿ stands for a column vector.
Lemma 5. TIte Eréchet space Eo satisfies tIte densi¿y condition (DC).
Praof. Given any positive sequence (A¡3%& 1 and vi e N. Citoose 
